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Chapter 2

Laying the Groundwork

Given the complexity of a community information-needs analysis (CINA), a moderate amount of time spent on the four elements of groundwork enhances results. First, decisions must be made regarding the level and nature of involvement sought from staff, administrators, and community members. Second, essential logistical procedures are established so that work can begin and continue efficiently. Third, initial communication tasks are completed to bring everyone up to speed on the study. Finally, basic decisions regarding an approach to the study are finalized. Attention to these four points lays a firm foundation to support execution of the study.

INVOLVING OTHERS

Study findings often suggest a number of changes and projects. The library staff members who will be called on to implement those changes and finish those projects need to understand the “whys” and “wherefores.” The library director and, on occasion, institutional administrators who will be called on to authorize, fund, and support those changes require the same type of understanding. In certain situations, community members affected or served by those efforts also need to understand some aspects of the study upon which they are based.
Staff, administrators, and community members gain this required understanding in one of two ways. Either the study design and results are explained to them after the fact or they have some level of involvement in the study as it progresses. (The level and nature of that involvement could vary from receiving minimal information to actively gathering data.)

Hiring an outside consultant to run the information-needs analysis and present a report on the findings leads to an after-the-fact approach. Generally consultants involve and inform others, both within and beyond the library, to whatever extent is required of them but no more. Staff and community members may be subjects in the study but are not often partners. Much of the consultants' value lies in the swift efficiency with which they work and the objective authority implicit in their findings. These undoubtedly substantial benefits offset the cost of the consultants' services. When hiring a consultant is not feasible, a similar level of efficiency may be obtained by placing one or two experienced people in sole charge of the work.

On the other hand, another option is available: sacrificing efficiency for the possibility of long-term productivity by involving others in the process. That involvement could move up and down a continuum as needed and appropriate, from simple information to active participation. The long-term products could include any or all of the following: increased enthusiasm and support for implementing change, ability to gather data for other studies (e.g., evaluations or impact studies), ability to analyze data for other studies, and ability to supervise the entire process of running a small-scale study on a departmental level.

Obviously, any involvement of more than the minimum number needed to complete the study entails additional expenditures of time, resources, and energy. The anticipated benefits might fail, in any individual instance, to accrue. The decisions regarding who should be involved, and to what extent, require a great deal of judgment. For example, administrators outside the library interested only in the final report need nothing more. A burned-out staff member interested in a change of pace, on the other hand, may be considered as an investment opportunity. Given training in how to gather and analyze data, the individual might be a valued partner in the process as well as an advocate for any changes required by the work. When an evaluation study of those changes is eventually required, this burned-out staff member may be both able and willing to handle the task of running the study alone. The judgment to balance potential benefits against time invested and authority shared is essential.

**GETTING ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT**

Regardless of the level of involvement sought, getting and keeping administrative support throughout the process is critical. Without administrative support, librarians risk (a) designing an effective study that is then undermined by uninformed administrators and (b) producing findings that demand change but lack authority. The long-term damage to staff morale can be significant. Administrative support can not be taken lightly and must be carefully nurtured throughout the process. Two mechanisms—a written proposal and placement in the planning cycle—can be used to build this support.

**Written Proposal**

A brief written proposal for the CINA may be used to outline the nature of the study, anticipated benefits, and staff responsibilities. A proposal may mention other types of studies (e.g., evaluation) to clarify the purpose of the CINA through contrast. In any case, the proposal briefly lists reasons for the study and states goals of particular interest to the administration. Included also are sketchy notes regarding initial ideas on the process, procedures, and staffing for the study.

The most common administrative expectations may require discussion of the reasons that a CINA is needed instead of an impact study or an evaluation study. Since many administrators are familiar with impact studies and evaluations but not with CINAs, the proposal might need to explain the purpose and role of a
CINA. Librarians working with an administrator who really wants an impact study can point out why the needs analysis must come first. A productive CINA identifies the areas of need so that modifications can be made to service and collections. Only after those modifications are made should an impact study quantify the differences made by the library. Similarly an evaluation study evaluates library collections and services but the CINA must come first. “Quality” must be judged in terms of the standards valued by the user community. Only a CINA can determine what those standards really are.

Placement in the Planning Cycle
Since successful follow-up is the raison d'être for a community information-needs analysis, a clear statement of its relationship to the present planning cycle can support requests for any changes later suggested by the study findings. A rapidly growing city, for example, may have a five-year goal pertaining to the strength of local small businesses. An analysis of small-business information needs may provide concrete objectives toward that goal, objectives to which the library could contribute. Fitting the study into the annual work plan so that the results can support an Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) or state grant application requires only modest effort.

GETTING MIDDLE MANAGEMENT AND GENERAL STAFF SUPPORT
Ideally, both administrative and staff support develop simultaneously. In larger libraries, however, a concentrated exploration of middle management and general staff support must be made with the same careful focus as that given to administrative support. While “administrators” are those with significant authority over resources and policy, “staff” includes those on the front lines—from volunteer shelvers in a public library to online searchers in an academic library. “Managers” include those whose rank falls between that of the library director and the front-line staff.

Effective changes based on the thoughtful, creative input of the entire staff are more likely to take place when most people feel genuinely invested in the process. That requires the librarian(s) instigating the CINA to sincerely involve and listen to those who want to participate. Involvement means, of course, that the staff gain some level of control over or input into the planning process, even if that control or input is extremely minor. The two simplest means of supporting that involvement are to (1) keep the staff informed and (2) give them the opportunity to provide respected feedback.

Those staff members and managers who do not want much involvement in the overall process may well be content with opportunities to learn about progress or give feedback at various stages. Their varied perspectives and relative objectivity can contribute substantially. They also provide flexibility, allowing other staff to weave planning meetings and data-gathering efforts into their regular duties. Those who lack an interest in the study may develop one later but there is no advantage in pushing them to participate.

As with administrators, staff and managers must see the need for the effort and understand the value of the methodology. This generally requires some education and time. Regular staff meetings, one-on-one chats, carefully selected routed articles, abstracts of persuasive readings, special meetings, and workshops can both persuade and inform. Again, the point is not to involve people against their will or to waste a moment in explaining what will only be ignored. The point is to engage those who will use the study as a significant growth experience, developing professional and research skills at a new level.

Brainstorming sessions, useful as a first step, can help in gathering interested staff to generate ideas on the overall process, question types, and study focus. (An alert librarian will also pick up on any staff concerns.) Fully involving interested frontline staff, regardless of job family, builds on the expertise and experience of people with differing perspectives. In a well-run brainstorming session, shelvers feel just as comfortable in revealing the problems they see patrons encounter in the stacks as instructional librarians feel in revealing the topics they want to cover in class but must drop for lack of time.
In extremely large or noncentralized library systems, another means of initially involving an experienced staff is the e-mail or paper questionnaire. This gives people a chance to identify what they'd like to know about their user community. Simply inviting people to list the top three topics they'd like to see covered in the study may be of use.

Being careful not to imply a promise to cover every topic suggested by staff, librarians beginning this process seriously consider staff input. By talking with selected individuals about why various elements are considered important, librarians develop a feel for the concerns and knowledge areas of the whole staff while gathering useful ideas for the study.

Even at this very early stage, patron confidentiality is crucial. For example, a particular professor's problems with the new OPAC might illustrate a point that someone wants covered. In using the professor's information need as an example, neither the name nor any identifying description should be used. Those used inadvertently are not to be repeated outside of the study context. Similarly, staff should refrain from identifying colleagues in any way. With the focus strongly held to users' needs, the essential ethics of research are not too difficult to maintain.

All of these conversations, readings, meetings, and general groundwork can take place over a couple of days or weeks, depending on staff familiarity with such studies and staff cohesion.

RESPONDING TO STAFF CONCERNS

Once staff and managers are thinking about the actual task ahead, some concerns might resurface or new ones may arise. These concerns should not be treated lightly because they can erupt unexpectedly later on in the process, causing great damage. Using the concerns to get a deeper commitment from the administration and more involvement from the staff is quite productive. Common concerns and possible responses are listed. Librarians and institutional administrators who address these concerns must provide consistent responses.

### Common Staff Concerns and Suggested Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concerns</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“This will be a waste of time; administrators do what they want anyway.”</td>
<td>Have an administrator talk with the staff briefly about the importance of the project; get written support from an administrator at various points throughout the process; forward to the general staff all administrators’ e-mail notices and memos praising the effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“This will just show us what we already know.”</td>
<td>It probably will confirm some of what is already known. Some confirmation is likely any time the staff is good enough to build a general sense of users' needs. However, it may also show new directions and will certainly provide depth and detail beyond the general impressionistic level now known. Since the entire staff does not agree about all points of information needs, it will help clear up some areas of confusion. Decisions will be based on data rather than on squeaky-wheel anecdotes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I don’t know how.”</td>
<td>Training, as needed, is part of the process. Individuals will be given the opportunity to learn how to manage the process, gather data, and more. After these skills become part of the regular staff repertoire, they can be used in other projects as needed. The benefits of training everyone who would like to participate are long-term; therefore training is well worth the time it takes to do it well.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concerns | Responses
---|---
"I'm afraid or uncomfortable with handing out surveys or interviewing or doing statistical analysis."

No one will be forced to do anything they find uncomfortable; no benefit comes from requiring people to do that which makes them tense. Likewise, various analytic jobs must be handled by those who can make smooth, rapid progress on them. Training often builds the confidence and interest necessary to overcome some levels of discomfort. Other people get over the discomfort after experiencing the satisfaction of getting to know members of the user community in greater depth.

"We're too busy doing our real job to do this extra stuff."

This project feeds into, supports, and directs everything done in the library. By focusing on the needs of the users, the staff increases the quality of each daily task. That quality is worth the time. This "extra stuff" makes all the regular essentials more effective.

"Okay then, what can we stop doing so we have time to do this?"

Several regular tasks can be dropped, postponed, or reduced for the duration of the study. Some concrete changes must be made. The following task changes might be made for a few months: teach 20 percent fewer classes; postpone implementation of an OPAC upgrade; order only patron-requested materials; have volunteers run story hours. The librarian in charge can also ask for staff suggestions regarding tasks to be temporarily modified. Administrative support for some changes may be essential. When staff are particularly concerned about finding time for the work, a clear schedule can be publicly posted for them to consult.

Concerns | Responses
---|---
"This will just show us more things to do that we don't have staff or time or money to handle."

Librarians have long faced the fact that their own success creates more work than their budgets will ever allow them to accomplish. Conducting a CINA does not alter the fact that staff can always identify new services with great prospects for success. The CINA does, however, allow staff to prioritize patron-identified needs. Additionally, the process may identify potential partners who could help provide resources and it may provide data that support a grant application.

"It's too costly. With no money for real raises, how can we find money for surveys?"

This concern can be met on several fronts but may well reflect a deeper problem unrelated to the CINA. From a financial standpoint, it makes good business sense to find out what patrons need, to raise patron awareness of library value, and to identify potential partnerships. A CINA can accomplish all three of those goals with varying degrees of success. While not the primary goal of the study, gathering information ultimately used in grant applications is not an uncommon result. Although successful grant applications and partnerships are not a given, it is possible to plan from the very beginning that efforts to raise money will be included in the follow-up. Also, the out-of-pocket expenses of a CINA can vary widely. Every effort can be made to reduce those costs through donations, the use of volunteers, and making full use of existing data.
**Concerns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concerns</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“This will be used to evaluate individuals; I’ll be evaluated and criticized by my peers.”</td>
<td>Since this concern may not be overtly expressed it is helpful to bring it up. Emphasizing that every effort will be made to keep staff names out of the data often helps clarify the intention of the study. Any patron or staff names mentioned inadvertently will be blanked out before any data are shared out for analysis. Positive comments will be shared with the named staff member who may decide to keep them private or share them with supervisors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Patrons don’t know what they want anyway. We need to decide because we have the expertise.”</td>
<td>Two misconceptions are involved in this response. First, some people envision the CINA as a means of creating a patron wish list. A good study identifies a full range of information needs, some recognized as such by patrons but some unrecognized. Second, some staff may fear that anything revealed as a need will be supported without regard for the expertise of the librarians involved in meeting that need. In reality, the judgment of the professional staff is the driving force behind each phase of the process, especially in the final decisions regarding the action plan created in response to the needs identified by the study. The expertise of librarians is not only respected by, but is crucial to, the CINA process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of these concerns may resurface at some point in the process. Individuals may tune out discussions and information on the theory that they will not be involved, only to become interested at a later date. Incidents with patrons, unexpected opportunities, and changes in the information environment may trigger issues for groups or individuals.

---

**SETTING UP LOGISTICAL PROCEDURES**

Once there’s a general institutional commitment to the information-needs analysis effort, someone must assume responsibility for getting it done. This can be an individual or a team. Assuming that a consultant is not involved and that staffing levels support it, a team of three is preferable because it allows for a range of knowledge areas, skills, and experiences.

In libraries too small to support a team approach, a needs assessment can certainly be accomplished by a single individual, but he or she must be given any assistance available from the parent institution when there are fewer than four full-time employees to help out. A one-librarian public library, for example, might have only two part-time, support-staff members; the township might offer secretarial services for the duration of the project. A school library might have only one librarian and a few volunteers; the principal might offer release time and secretarial services. So small a library requires the full support of administrators and, where possible, some aid from constituents. For example, the principal’s aid is useful in a school setting, but faculty willingness to be flexible about library services for a few weeks could be more valuable.

A one-person approach requires special effort in two other areas besides administrative advocacy: judicious determination of the project’s scope and active solicitation of alternative viewpoints. As discussed later in this chapter, determining the focus for the study involves a number of options. Obviously a full team provides the support for a wider range of those options than an individual can encompass. In addition, a special effort to obtain extra feedback during the planning stages is important for the lone librarian. Considered comments from colleagues in other libraries provide practical contexts, insights, and ideas.

Throughout the remaining chapters of this book, the entity responsible for the community information-needs assessment is referred to as a team on the theory that even an individual acting alone will seek out input from others.
Forming the Study Team

Team composition requires three attributes: authority, knowledge, and skills. Authority may be temporary so long as it's sufficient; knowledge and skills can develop from workshops, readings, and training sessions.

Authority

Someone must have the authority to make quick decisions on those occasions when team consultation is simply not possible. Additionally, at least one team member must have the authority to get resources needed for the project, such as staff time, copying, access to volunteers, and approval to publicly distribute documents (e.g., questionnaires).

Knowledge

Knowledge of three areas must be incorporated into the team. First, knowledge of the study's context is crucial. New librarians will lack a thorough understanding of the library's history. Only long-term staff will understand the nuances of staffing histories, policy changes, service development, community relations, and political connections. The study will be deeply embedded in the history of the library and the community which it serves. Knowledge of that history and a profound understanding of the current situation are essential.

Second, a grasp of data-gathering and data-analysis methodologies is required. Someone may need to train both staff and volunteers and then support them when they need advice during the process. A background in research methodology is also useful when explaining and justifying the data-gathering techniques to staff, administrators, and the community.

Finally, awareness of the changing environment is helpful and, in some situations, essential. Because of rapidly changing technology and telecommunications, many patrons do not even recognize some information needs because they do not know what is possible. When they use a word processor rather than a typewriter, they see an improvement but they do not know to ask for an integrated workstation. Only someone who knows that a workstation is possible would analyze the data with that option in mind. Similarly, such knowledge is crucial in understanding the needs of the sophisticated patron who expects high-end electronic information support.

Skills

In addition to authority and knowledge, certain skills make a major contribution to the team. The ability to keep on track is essential. It is particularly important in maintaining the distinction between a community information-needs analysis and an evaluation or an impact study. Without the firm control necessary to remain on focus, sliding into the accepted, more common patterns of an evaluation is all too easy. The ability to remain flexible is always required as plans will have to be adjusted to new circumstances and the unexpected. The ability to manage logistics and detail, a basic job requirement in technical services, is valuable over the course of the study. The ability to synthesize varied data into a cohesive set of patterns, needs, and ideas becomes critical in the data-analysis phase. Finally, the ability to understand the users' perspectives, as well as the perspective of the nonuser, serves the team throughout the study. A frank discussion of the varied skills each person contributes to the team builds a unified expectation of individuals' roles.

Obviously it is rarely possible to choose a team whose members have all the authority, knowledge, and skills ideal for the work. Nevertheless, keeping these elements in mind when choosing the team develops an awareness of missing elements. An effort can then be made to structure work and seek input in such a manner as to mitigate any weaknesses.

Handling Decisions

Once the team has been established, the process for handling decisions must be determined. Must everything be reported to the
administration? If so, does that entail the library administration, the parent institution, or both? Do institutional lawyers need to review any decisions for any reason? For example, in working with minors, do institutional policies, confidentiality, or other ethical/legal elements need to pass through a separate layer of authority?

Who controls access to distribution mechanisms? Is the library director allowed to decide what will be sent to whom on what schedule? Quite often the governing board of a public library or an institutional administrator wants to review, revise, and control such decisions. Given the likelihood that a nonlibrarian’s understanding of the study is severely limited, that control can be devastating. A university’s library committee should not rewrite a well-designed, pretested questionnaire. A well-planned series of community contacts should not be disrupted pending the approval of a city administrator who is off on vacation. The principal should not insist on signing the questionnaire cover letter when the library director is planning to use it as part of a public relations effort. If possible, obtain written permission to inform administrators of the decisions made by the study team and approved by the library director. Keeping administrators informed without relying on them for permission places authority and responsibility together.

Even if administrators require very little reporting from the team, they should be kept informed of major decisions. Information prepares them so they are less likely to balk later. For example, administrators informed early in the study that the CINA will center on information-technology issues will be better prepared to discuss changes in that area at the study’s end.

Informed administrators can also alert the team when a separate library project might impact the study. Sensitive budget negotiations, hiring freezes, and personnel discussions might impact timing of the study but ongoing details might also be affected. For example, giving an administrator the schedule of a planned postal mail questionnaire may prompt team notification of a mailed fund-drive request scheduled for the same time. The two are not incompatible but their simultaneous arrival might confuse and frustrate the public; rescheduling one or the other would increase the odds of success for both. While sharing all of the process with admin-
of services and resources for children in public libraries provides a national benchmark as a comparison for local services (Lewis and Farris, 1990).

Of course, major gaps still exist in the research literature. One such gap, as Virginia Walter points out, is in the area of children's information needs in both school and public library settings (1994, 112). Another wide gap looms in the area of rural public libraries. Shilts reviews one of the few existing studies while pointing out how little is known about their users, much less their nonusers (1991; see also Christensen et al. 1995, and Vavrek 1995). The Works Cited and Suggested Readings portions of this book provide a starting point for further study.

Once the team has made some decisions regarding data-gathering methods (see chapter 4), it is useful to repeat the literature review with an eye for studies utilizing similar tools in similar settings. Team members can write to the authors of such articles asking for copies of their data-gathering instruments. Sometimes it is productive to telephone or e-mail them to discuss the process and ask their advice. Some librarians who have been through the CINA process and written up the results for publication are quite willing to converse with colleagues just beginning that effort.

Similarly, check the World Wide Web for instruments, readings, and colleagues of potential value. Some library and information school faculty Web sites include bibliographies for their courses on different types of libraries and research methodologies.

Seeking Partners

As the team researcher works on readings and Web sites, another member knowledgeable in local politics identifies potential partners for the team to consider approaching. Even at these early planning stages, partners have a good deal to offer, including ideas, supplies, access to subpopulations, and staffing. Partnering with academic computing, for example, may give a university library team ideas about the problems experienced by remote-site users. Public librarians partnering with a copier service could get questionnaires supplied at cost. Partnering with the P.T.A. may provide a school library team with a cadre of volunteers for a telephone interview campaign. The politically savvy team member identifies either the broadest range of potential partners or a few strong possibilities.

In choosing among potential partnerships, the team considers contact timing, reciprocity, and influence. The ideal timing of that first contact with a potential partner varies widely. Those who contribute critical ideas need full involvement early in the process. Those who contribute practical support in the data-gathering stage require a brief contact initially, but the vast majority of their work comes later. In school libraries, for example, site-based management of school districts may make it possible to involve faculty, parents, and administrators on a variety of timetables. Administrators and master teachers may identify major concerns in the planning stages while active parents provide data-gathering support by distributing questionnaires.

Reciprocity requires consideration not only of what the partner can give the library but a look at what benefits the partner receives. Thinking about potential benefits for the partner helps the librarian shape an effective approach. Benefits vary greatly: a business benefits from publicity, volunteers may enjoy the satisfaction of participating in a worthwhile community effort, and university faculty may meet some of their service obligations.

Influence involves far more nebulous issues. What expectations are raised by inviting an individual, group, or organizational unit to form a partnership with the library? Will members of the county genealogical society expect to influence questionnaire design or study results if they volunteer to canvass the general population? Conflicts of interest may develop in arenas of mutual interest. School librarians interested in curriculum-design issues pertaining to information-literacy units, for example, may both partner with and conflict with faculty on that topic. Someone on the team needs the tact and political savvy required to move a relationship into a partnership.
MAKING INITIAL DECISIONS

Building on the background work in research and partnerships, the team moves on to four initial decisions regarding the purpose, focus, use of consultants, and end product of the study. Clearly any of these decisions may be revisited later but both staff and administration benefit from the direction provided by these first decisions.

Purpose

As mentioned earlier, any of several purposes may lie behind a community information-needs analysis and they are not equally valid. Different groups or individuals may have different agendas; therefore, open acknowledgment of, group discussion on, and strong consensus regarding the study's purpose are critical. Poor reasons for the CINA generally tie in to an individual's strongly held opinion or belief. A top administrator may hope to prove that a long-cherished plan will solve some ongoing problem, or librarians in each of two departments may hope to raise the priority given to their own work, or a middle manager may hope to gather data to support a budget request. A study whose purpose is based on the ego or agenda of a staff member is doomed to failure. The purpose must be to gather substantive data on community information needs, not to gather data supporting an extant plan.

Of course in some situations no hidden agenda lurks but no clear, viable purpose is discernible either. Information-needs studies, like Mom and apple pie, are sometimes seen as just plain “good” so that an administrator may order one on general principles. In that case, the team must choose or at least prioritize among the broad purposes for the study.

- Do it to help everyone get a vision of where the library is going in the next few years. A user-centered focus for the library’s general direction is a powerful antidote to the feeling common in libraries these days that technological storms obscure what little vision is possible.

- Do it to gather data for making a decision that must be made and could be better informed. Staff cuts, new branches, or consolidated branches may be required by external forces. The CINA becomes a tool for gathering the data necessary to make those inevitable decisions more effective and palatable.

- Do it as a reality check on the assumptions everyone uses in making all those cumulative daily decisions. Complacent, acquiescent, or even disgruntled staff might be reinvigorated and challenged by a CINA, particularly if it explores their most basic assumptions from a patron’s perspective.

- Do it as a means of better handling general changes in the library that are either happening or expected. A public library might develop an extensive Web site to serve a large number of home-bound adults and home-schooled children in the community. Exploring the information needs of both groups would guide that ongoing change.

- Do it to establish a baseline to keep track of changing community or environmental trends. Many public librarians find themselves serving communities with rapidly changing demographics. Perhaps an influx of young families with high computer expectations followed the opening of a new IBM plant in town. Perhaps the sudden availability of reliable telecommunications service providers makes remote-site access to the public library more of a patron expectation. A CINA not only provides information for current services but can also provide a baseline—useful, when combined with future CINAs, in tracking trends.

Certainly other general purposes are possible, given individual circumstances. After the team determines the primary purpose, a focus can be determined.

Focus

Five key elements might serve as a focus. Most teams select one, but some teams will choose two or even three elements. This is
the time to think honestly about how much time and energy is available for the CINA. As always, good librarians can envision more than is realistically possible to do so a viable focus becomes a touchstone. Any efforts to expand or redefine the study are compared with the focus in order to stay on track. The five common foci are:

- subpopulations,
- specific topics,
- environmental changes,
- library responsibilities, and
- an overview.

Choosing any one of them does not exclude the others.

**Subpopulations**

An open-minded examination of underexamined subpopulations may provide a focus for the study. Certainly some subpopulations require greater understanding than others. Patrons who are on the edge of nonuse merit study. For example, a public library with high attendance at preschool story hours might notice that those same children rarely return to the library after entering public school. Those children and their parents are on the edge of nonuse in that last year before first grade. They use the library minimally and might become strong users if the right changes were made, therefore they merit more work than an arbitrarily demographic subpopulation such as pet-owners.

Obviously, any library team should consider their nonusers and why they do not use the library. Academic libraries often focus efforts on the research faculty. They are strong and powerful users but are far outnumbered by students. A study of that large but underexamined subpopulation, the students, could be quite revealing. They use the library minimally and might become strong users if the right changes were made, therefore they merit more work than an arbitrarily demographic subpopulation such as pet-owners.

Choosing any one of them does not exclude the others.

**Specific Topics**

Some specific topics may require in-depth exploration. Technology presents opportunities, raises user expectations, and creates service challenges for librarians. As a specific topic, therefore, technology often provides an excellent focus for an information-needs analysis. The results improve service and can sometimes be incorporated into grant applications.

Another useful topic, patron information channels, builds a deeper understanding of the library’s place in patron information seeking. What other individuals, resources, and organizations are utilized by patrons and why? Thinking about other information resources leads the team into a fresh examination of basic assumptions about the “best” way to serve their patrons.

**Environmental Change**

A specific environmental change (e.g., new growth in the community) may require particular attention. No community stands still; evolution is the norm. Understanding those ongoing developments allows the library to stay ahead of the curve. When the broad purpose of the CINA is to understand environmental change, the specific focus might be the reading interests or educational needs of the community. Are more members of the public library population looking for financial and medical reading matter than traditional user profiles lead the staff to expect? Do teaching assistants need extensive instruction on information retrieval strategies from their college library?

**Library’s Responsibilities**

Fourth, a segment of the library’s responsibilities (e.g., services or collections) may face new challenges or opportunities. In developing a long-range plan for equipment expenditures or service exp-
pansion, library administrators might need a CINA’s hard data to inform their decision making. Specific responsibilities worth study include remote-site access, document delivery, off-site reference support, personalized reference service, and instructional services.

**Overview of Community Needs**

The single most common focus is a broad overview of the community’s needs. This is particularly useful when no baseline data from a previous analysis exists and no large-scale changes are in the works. Examining the full population on a broad range of expectations, issues, behaviors, and information-seeking situations requires that particular attention be paid to sampling and instrument design to avoid the “kitchen-sink” syndrome in which everyone’s pet topic is thrown into the research design.

**Consultants**

After the study’s broad purpose and specific focus are in place, the team may again consider hiring a consultant for part or all of the process. A good consultant can help with several elements, including research design, staff training, data gathering, data analysis (both statistical and narrative), grant applications, and logistical support. It is obviously quite efficient to place responsibility for all of these elements into the hands of someone who is not meeting the daily demands of running the library.

Using a consultant to run the entire study has the added advantage of giving the team an “out” by having an “objective” uninvolved person make all the decisions. No one can claim that personal relationships or self-interest influenced decisions. (Of course, the team is still responsible for making the major decisions that direct the consultant’s work.) A consultant can certainly provide credibility with the staff, community, and administrators.

In some cases, winning a grant to fund the process can mitigate the great expense of a consultant. Some consultants will apply for a grant as part of their contract.

**End Product**

Whether or not a consultant is used, the team next considers the end product of the CINA and how it will reflect the purpose and focus of the study. Will the study produce a quiet, internal report for the information of staff alone, a set of concrete recommendations for administrators regarding the budget and services, material for a public discussion of the findings, or some other item? Team discussion of this concrete goal provides a forum for ironing out any lingering conflicts in purpose.

The team prepares a brief planning report for staff, managers, and administrators explaining: what the study is expected to accomplish (possibly involving a goals-and-objectives format), what the end product will consist of, and who, at a minimum, will see it. This document informs staff of the team’s key decisions and clarifies any administrative goals for the project. (The case studies include examples of such documents.) For example, when the dean of a university library system plans to merge two libraries, then the document makes both the dean’s decision and the CINA’s purpose clear. It states that the CINA is being conducted primarily to support the many decisions middle managers must make as part of that merger process by analyzing community information needs. In such a case, only the dean and middle managers may see and act on the full report but an abbreviated version may be made available to the full staff. Concise, up-front statements regarding these major initial decisions mitigate staff concerns and provide the team with a focused beginning.

**SUMMARY**

Since it is not an end in itself, the community information-needs analysis must ultimately be placed in the context of the budget, the library’s mission, the parent institution’s mission, and the general information environment. The team’s decisions throughout the next phases will incorporate those realities more fully. All of this decision making moves quite rapidly with no need for extensive
discussion and massive documentation. While important, these broad questions must launch the process, not hold it back.

**CHAPTER 2 READINGS**

**Involving Others**


**Public Library Studies**


**School Library Study**


**Academic Library Studies**


**Using Consultants**


**Literature Review**


**Readings which Illustrate the Value of a Study**


Grant Resources

Meta-analysis Example (useful in a literature review)